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NUMBER OF POSSIBLE     
FEMALE CALVES                           


PER GENERATION


 SURVIVAL PROBABILITY                     
(includes the probability of the            


survival of previous generations)  


FEMALE LINEAGE PROBABILITY        
(includes the probability of previous 
generations having female lineage) 


PROBABLE NUMBER      
OF FEMALES BORN       
PER GENERATION


GENERATION 1 12 0.9167 0.5 5.5000
GENERATION 2 66 0.8403 0.25 13.8646
GENERATION 3 165 0.7703 0.125 15.8865
GENERATION 4 210 0.7061 0.0625 9.2671
GENERATION 5 126 0.6472 0.03125 2.5485
GENERATION 6 28 0.5933 0.015625 0.2596
GENERATION 7 1 0.5439 0.0078125 0.0042


TOTAL FEMALES BORN FROM FEMALE LINEAGE ONLY DURING THE LIFESPAN OF THE ORIGINAL COW 47.3305


ASSUMPTIONS


Females live 14 years
Females have 12 pregnancy/births during their lifetime, with first birth at age 2
91.67% survival rate (females lose one calf over their lifetime - 11 out of 12 calves survive, resulting in a .9167 probability of survival)
50% of calves born will be female and 50% will be male


ANALYSIS


We need to separate calves by their generation in order to apply the correct probabilities for survival and female lineage. 


The probability of survival for each generation is .9167 to the power of that generation. For example ....
Generation 1 = .9167
Generation 2 = .9167 x .9167 = .8403
Generation 3 = .9167 x .9167 x .9167 = .7703
and so on


The probability of being born female for each generation is .5 to the power of the generation. For example ....
Generation 1 = .5
Generation 2 = .5 x .5 = .25
Generation 3 = .5 x .5 x .5 = .125
and so on


The sum of probable females from each generation (calculated by multipying the number of possible female calves born in each 
generation by the probability of survival and the probability of female lineage for that generation) = The total number of viable 
females born from female lineage only during the lifetime of the original cow = 47.3305


CONCLUSION


DURING THE LIFE OF 1 FEMALE COW, SHE IS DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR CONTRIBUTING AN AVERAGE OF 47 ADDITIONAL 
FEMALES INTO THE GENE POOL.



































